
 

MICHELLE NUNN SUPPORTS RAISING TAXES 

 

I. Nunn Supports Raising Taxes To Reduce The Deficit 

Nunn Thinks Revenues Should Be “On The Table” For Negotiating On The Deficit 

VIDEO: On Fiscal Issues, Nunn Says Spending And Revenues Need To Be On The 
Negotiation Table. MICHELLE NUNN: “The most important thing is everyone needs to be able to 
come to the table and we need to be willing to put both spending and revenues on the table.” (WMGT’s 

“News @ 6PM,” 7/25/13) 

To Reduce The Deficit, Nunn Wants To Put Spending And Revenue “On The Table.” 
“Nunn said her principal issue, at least for now, is reducing the federal budget deficit and long-term 
debt. ‘I think that we need to be willing to compromise, to have a real conversation in which we put 
everything -- spending and revenue -- on the table,’ she said.” (Jim Gaines, “New Nunn To Run For Senate,” The Macon 

Telegraph, 7/23/13)  (Reprinted in full below for your reference) 

PolitiFact Has Equated “Raising Revenue” To Tax Increases 

In November 2010, PolitiFact Wrote “Raising Revenue Means A Tax Increase.” “Raising 
revenue means a tax increase, which Pence said was a bad idea. And Pence further argued that a tax 
increase wouldn't help anyway: ‘David believes that every tax increase equals a revenue increase, but 
that's not true. Anybody who is familiar with the historical data from the IRS knows that raising 
income tax rates will likely actually reduce federal revenues.’” (“Mike Pence Says Raising Taxes Lowers Tax Revenues,” 

PolitiFact, 11/7/10) 

In July 2011, PolitFact Wrote That President Obama Called For Tax Increases When He 
Spoke Of A Balanced Approach “That Includes Revenues And Includes Cuts.” “During a 
press conference on July 15, 2011, Obama was asked if the negotiations would be going better if he 
had started making his case to the public months ago, pushing a proposal that included tax increases 
and spending cuts. Obama rejected the premise.  ‘You have 80 percent of the American people who 
support a balanced approach. Eighty percent of the American people support an approach that 
includes revenues and includes cuts. So the notion that somehow the American people aren't sold is 
not the problem,’ he said. ‘The problem is members of Congress are dug in ideologically into various 
positions because they boxed themselves in with previous statements.’” (“Barack Obama Said 80 Percent Of 

Americans Favor Both Spending Cuts And Tax Increases To Address Budget Problems,” PolitiFact, 7/15/11) 

 PolitiFact Directly Equated President Obama’s Call For Revenues As Tax Increases. 
“Getting back to Obama's statement, he said, ‘You have 80 percent of the American people who 
support a balanced approach. Eighty percent of the American people support an approach that 
includes revenues and includes cuts.’ Even the best poll doesn't show support quite that high -- he 
would more accurately have accounted for the small numbers that support only tax increases or 
were unsure, putting the number at 70 percent. But his overall point is correct that polls show 
most Americans support a balanced approach when given a choice between cutting spending or 
raising taxes. So we rate his statement Mostly True.” (“Barack Obama Said 80 Percent Of Americans Favor Both 

Spending Cuts And Tax Increases To Address Budget Problems,” PolitiFact, 7/15/11) 
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II. Nunn Supports Raising Taxes Through Closing Loopholes 

Nunn Believes That There Are Too Many Special Interest Loopholes In The Tax Code 

Michelle Nunn’s Campaign Website States That Nunn Believes There “Are Too Many 
Loopholes Carved Out For Special Interests. “I believe Georgia families are paying too much in 
taxes. Our tax code is too complicated and there are too many loopholes carved out for special 
interests that allow those who can afford high-priced accountants to get away without paying their fair 
share.” (Michelle Nunn For U.S. Senate, “Federal Budget,” Accessed 4/7/14) 

In 2011, PolitiFact Claimed That Closing Tax Loopholes Supports The Claim Of Raising 
Taxes 

In 2011, PolitiFact Wrote That An Ad Claiming President Obama Wanted To “Raise 
Taxes” Was Supported By An Obama Statement On Closing Loopholes. “The White House 
portrays the tax increases it’s seeking as either targeted -- for instance, closing provisions it considers 
loopholes -- or aimed at the richest Americans, particularly by letting tax cuts passed under President 
George W. Bush lapse for the highest tax bracket. Still, no matter how targeted, these policies would, 
as the ad says, ‘raise taxes.’ Here’s how Obama explained his position on taxes in a July 11, 2011, press 
conference. ‘What we have talked about is that starting in 2013, that we have gotten rid of some of 
these egregious loopholes that are benefiting corporate jet owners or oil companies at a time where 
they're making billions of dollars of profits,’ he said. ‘What we have said is as part of a broader 
package, we should have revenues, and the best place to get those revenues are from folks like me who 
have been extraordinarily fortunate, and that millionaires and billionaires can afford to pay a little bit 
more -- going back to the Bush tax rates.’” (“Crossroads GPS Says Barack Obama Wants To ‘Raise Taxes And Keep Spending More,’” 

PolitiFact, 7/14/11) 

 PolitiFact Concluded That By Ending Tax Loopholes, “Obama Does Want A Tax Hike 
-- At Least Some Specific Tax Hikes -- As Part Of A Deal.” “So Obama does want a tax hike 
-- at least some specific tax hikes -- as part of a deal. Does he also want to ‘keep spending more?’ 
As we analyzed this question, we assumed that ‘spending more’ meant actually increasing levels of 
spending.” (“Crossroads GPS Says Barack Obama Wants To ‘Raise Taxes And Keep Spending More,’” PolitiFact, 7/14/11) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.michellenunn.com/ideas/federal-budget
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III. Democrats Argue That The “Blank Slate” Tax Revision Proposals, 

That Nunn Supports, Is A Tax Increase On The Middle Class 

Nunn Supports The Baucus-Hatch “Blank Slate” Tax Revision Proposals 

Nunn Supports The “Blank Slate” Approach To Revising The Tax Code. “I applaud efforts 
to enact revenue-neutral tax reform, especially the idea of taking a ‘blank slate’ approach to revising 
the tax code whereby we look long and hard at every tax expenditure and invite input from all 
Americans to build a code that is simple, fair and spurs economic growth.” (Michelle Nunn For U.S. Senate, 

“Federal Budget,” Accessed 4/7/14) 

Some Argue That Nunn’s “Blank Slate” Support Is A Tax Increase On The Middle Class 

Liberal Think Tank ThinkProgress Wrote That The “Blank Slate” Tax Code Revisions 
Would Result In “Tax Increases On The Middle Class.” “1. A ‘blank slate’ shifts the tax burden 
from the rich to the middle class. As the Center for American Progress (CAP) has explained, radically 
reducing tax expenditures and using the savings to reduce tax rates would mean paying for massive 
tax cuts for the rich with tax increases on the middle class. Baucus and Hatch indicate that they want 
to maintain the progressivity of the current tax code, but that is very difficult to do if significant 
revenue is dedicated to rate reduction.” (Kitty Richards, “Why We Should Be Wary Of ‘Blank Slate’ Tax Reform,” ThinkProgress, 

6/27/13) 
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IV. Nunn Supports ObamaCare Which Adds $800 Billion In New 
Taxes 

Nunn Opposes Repealing ObamaCare And Thinks The Law “Should Move Forward” 

In January 2014, Nunn Said That ObamaCare “Should Move Forward.” “Still, in the same 
interview, Nunn sides with President Obama's Affordable Care Act, saying it should move forward. 
Emory's Merle Black says that's reassuring to Democrats, but it could turn off some crucial 
independents.” (David Welna, “8 Republicans And A Nunn Battle For Georgia’s Open Senate Seat,” NPR, 1/24/14) 

VIDEO: Nunn Told Channel Two Action News That She Opposed Repealing ObamaCare, 
But Instead Wants To Fix The Law. NUNN: “So, it's not enough to just say that we need to 
repeal. We also need to say what is it that we need to fix--I have yet to hear any of them talk about 
startup or entrepreneurship. I've not heard a lot of conversation about how do we get our economy 
growing again.” (WSB’s “Channel 2 Action News,” 12/3/13) 

ObamaCare Adds $800 Billion In New Taxes 

ObamaCare Adds A Total Of $819.3 Billion In New Taxes. (JCT, 6/15/12; CBO, 5/14/13; CBO, 
7/30/13) 

The Congressional Budget Office Estimates That Under ObamaCare, Penalty Payments 
By Uninsured People Will Total $52 Billion Over Ten Years. (CBO, 2/4/14) 

“6 Million People Will Pay A Penalty Because They Are Uninsured In 2016.” “After 
accounting for those who will not be subject to the penalty tax, CBO and JCT now estimate that about 
6 million people will pay a penalty because they are uninsured in 2016 (a figure that includes 
uninsured dependents who have the penalty paid on their behalf) and that total collections will be 
about $7 billion in 2016 and average about $8 billion per year over the 2017–2022 period.” (CBO, 
9/19/12) 

In August 2013, The Internal Revenue Service Finalized Their Penalty For Individuals 
Who Don’t Purchase Health Insurance Under ObamaCare.  

“Federal tax collectors have finalized a rule to penalize individuals who do not obtain health insurance 
under ObamaCare. Under the law, most Americans must either be covered by health insurance or pay 
a penalty.” (The Hill, 8/27/13, “IRS finalizes penalty for ObamaCare mandate”) 

“For the first year, the charge for not obtaining health insurance is $95 or 1 percent of household 
income. The penalty will increase, though, to $695 per person or 2.5 percent of household income in 
2016 and then according to a cost-of-living formula for following years.” (The Hill, 8/27/13, “IRS finalizes 
penalty for ObamaCare mandate”) 
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Michelle Nunn, CEO of the Atlanta-based Points of Light Foundation inspired by President George H.W. 

Bush, is running as a Democrat for the U.S. Senate seat now held by Republican Sen. Saxby Chambliss

-- the same seat her father, Sen. Sam Nunn, held from 1972 to 1997. 

“We are filing papers as of today,” Michelle Nunn, 46, said Tuesday afternoon. 

Nunn said her principal issue, at least for now, is reducing the federal budget deficit and long-

term debt. 

“I think that we need to be willing to compromise, to have a real conversation in which we put 

everything -- spending and revenue -- on the table,” she said. 

That conversation must involve the American public at large, taking the backroom “political backbiting” 

out of it and instead encouraging collaboration, Nunn said. 

“Everybody that I talk to shares a similar concern,” she said. “I think people are looking for moderation 

and independence, and are tired of the extremism on both sides.” 

Nunn characterized herself as moderate and independent. 

“I have a terrific role model in my father, who has been, I think, a really unique and historic statesman for 

Georgia and our country,” Nunn said. “He’s been a great advisor and actually volunteered for the last 25 

years with me; and I intend to engage him in that way going forward.” 

Ultimately, though, the campaign will be hers, she said. Nunn’s campaign biography describes her as a 

ninth-generation Georgian. Her family still owns a farm in Perry and recently began selling home-grown 

produce there, she said. 

“I was just there this past weekend,” Nunn said. 

Chambliss announced in January that he would not seek a third term next year. That news set off a 

scramble among potential Republican contenders, but few high-profile Democrats. Republican 

Congressmen Jack Kingston of Savannah, Paul Broun of Athens and Phil Gingery of Marietta, as well as 

former Georgia Secretary of State Karen Handel have all announced their candidacy. 

Though a famous name will help, Nunn’s run may be a lonely one, said Charles Bullock, head of the 

Political Science Department at the University of Georgia. 

“She gives Democrats a viable candidate, although it’s going to be a very steep uphill climb for her – as it 

would be for any Democrat,” he said. 

Though Georgia is slowly drifting back toward the Democratic camp, as shown by Mitt Romney ’s 

comparatively narrow victory in Georgia in the 2012 presidential race, Republicans still have an absolute 

lock on statewide offices that’s more than a decade old, Bullock said. Nunn’s race might be better seen as 

mailto:jgaines@macon.com
http://w3.nexis.com/new/search/XMLCrossLinkSearch.do?bct=A&risb=21_T19562352783&returnToId=20_T19562352798&csi=247865&A=0.9008184852584025&sourceCSI=162599&indexTerm=%23PE0009U79%23&searchTerm=George%20H.W.%20Bush,%20&indexType=P
http://w3.nexis.com/new/search/XMLCrossLinkSearch.do?bct=A&risb=21_T19562352783&returnToId=20_T19562352798&csi=247865&A=0.9008184852584025&sourceCSI=162599&indexTerm=%23PE0009U79%23&searchTerm=George%20H.W.%20Bush,%20&indexType=P
http://w3.nexis.com/new/search/XMLCrossLinkSearch.do?bct=A&risb=21_T19562352783&returnToId=20_T19562352798&csi=247865&A=0.9008184852584025&sourceCSI=162599&indexTerm=%23PE0009UEH%23&searchTerm=Saxby%20Chambliss%20&indexType=P
http://w3.nexis.com/new/search/XMLCrossLinkSearch.do?bct=A&risb=21_T19562352783&returnToId=20_T19562352798&csi=247865&A=0.9008184852584025&sourceCSI=162599&indexTerm=%23PE0009UEH%23&searchTerm=Saxby%20Chambliss%20&indexType=P
http://w3.nexis.com/new/search/XMLCrossLinkSearch.do?bct=A&risb=21_T19562352783&returnToId=20_T19562352798&csi=247865&A=0.9008184852584025&sourceCSI=162599&indexTerm=%23PE0009TJT%23&searchTerm=Mitt%20Romney&indexType=P


a trial run for 2016 – Democrats traditionally do better in presidential election years, he said. But hoping 

for a senatorial victory in 2014 might be “a bit too early,” Bullock said. 

“A Democrat could run a great campaign and still lose,” he said. 

Even so, Republicans have lost a number of seemingly easy races in the past few years due to 

“outrageous” statements, Bullock said. It’s possible that Nunn could run well against a stumble-prone 

Republican contender, he said. 

Nunn said she plans to travel the state -- including visits to Middle Georgia -- in August with her husband 

Ron, their 10-year-old son and 8-year-old daughter. 

Nunn’s campaign said she holds a bachelor’s degree in history from the University of Virginia and a 

master’s degree from the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University. 

She helped found Hands On Atlanta, which in 2007 merged with Points of Light. That became the world’s 

largest organization for volunteer service, involving more than 4 million volunteers in 260,000 projects 

during 2012, according to Nunn’s campaign biography. 

Nunn said one of the things that drove her to run for office was observing the work of so many volunteers, 

committed to improving the world. 

“As I look at Washington I don’t see that happening, and I want to bring those values to Washington,” she 

said. 

To contact writer Jim Gaines, call 744-4489. 

 


